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THE STORY OF THE ELDEN RING GAME The story of the Elden Ring unfolds in a dark era when the
Kingdom of Elden, the last bastion of human civilization, was slowly being overpowered by monsters.
With the fading of the last hope, a man named Jeffrith was born and took the throne of Elden. As the
future King, Jeffrith struggled to find a solution to the monster’s invasion, but the beginning of his
reign was doomed. As the decades passed, the monsters ravaged the lands and left the residents in
ruins. Lived in the abandoned cities and towns were dark and mysterious inhabitants known as the
“Saints.” Jeffrith’s reign lasted for many years, and as he expanded his power, he was gradually
corrupted. Jeffrith’s son, King Fernich, struggles to save his people from the invading monsters. He
manages to finally put an end to the invasion in the face of all odds. Under the guidance of the
“Saint” Haoless, the remnants of humanity are able to rebuild their country. Jeffrith, having been
plagued with guilt from his own evil deeds, eventually repents for his sins and leaves the world. The
remaining Saints, who are tasked with restoring the Kingdom, are now just a carefree bunch of
people living in the peaceful lands of Elden. As they live in harmony with the land, the Saint’s are
strengthened with the beauty of nature and manage to live life happily. Here, a war breaks out in
which everyone’s lives and destinies are changed. The children of the Saints, who were living
peacefully, are kidnapped by bandits. All of the Saints are taken captive to a mysterious tower in the
desert. From there, they fight for their lives as they are led into a new world. Play as the Saints as
they fight against the forces of darkness and fight to save their companions. The destiny of the
Saints, which was to live in harmony with nature, is now changed and in the midst of their conflict,
they are able to witness the unexpected secrets of their own souls. In the end, the fate of all
mankind lies in their hands. In the vast and ever-changing Lands Between, the adventure begins.
GAME FEATURES 1. THE EPIC MAZE OF THE LAND BEYOND An open world where various design
elements are seamlessly connected.

Elden Ring Features Key:
A warrior and a sorcerer. The character class and weapon combination can be freely changed. You
can develop your own war strategy.
Dragons and Valkyries. Sallying forth from the World of Heroes, battle against the dangers of the
World of Heroes while accompanied by the angel that holds the keys to the world.
Goddesses and Spirits. Through the favor of the gods, receive your fate. From twilight to darkness,
the way of the sorcerer is dark.
A legendary piece of Fairy Tale Art. Imagine the great hall of the Fairy Queen Princess: a graced
sword-wielding maiden, a knight, and a dragon. Let your imagination run wild: this is the Fantasy
Drama ™ that is Ysgolod on the Elden Ring.

Elden Ring contains thrilling scenarios and captivating characters -- its quests have their own feel and
engender a unique fantasy sensation. It takes place in a world that you can freely explore.

CURIOUS ABOUT IT? If so, it would be great if you could check out
our website at:
> 

About Gameloft:

Gameloft creates games for all of your mobile devices. Gameloft has
a history of works such as Kingdom Wars, Tiny Tower, Infinity Blade
and Clash Royale.
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For official inquiries:

Gameloft K.K.R: 323-9001, [email protected]

Press Contacts:

English:+3932-545-50000, [email protected]
Français: 85580 00022, [email protected]
Deutsch: +3930-576-1767, [email protected]
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“Glorious and epic fantasy.” - The Game World Viewer (Japan) “Impressive, engaging, and brilliant.” - G.E.M.
Mail “A new way to play!” - CDJapan Bestsellers (Japan) “The best of the RPGs that emerged from the days
of the PlayStation 2.” - Oh! Starblazers “An action RPG that will have you hooked from beginning to end.” -
Dengeki Gaming (Japan) “The video game that introduces a variety of combinations of weapons and magic
that you can use to take on different worlds and enemies.” - Amusement Plus (USA) “Including the action-
RPG genre which combines real-time strategy with a tactical battle system, LDK creates its own unique
atmosphere that differs from games that have already been released.” - Sega Joys (Japan) “Another action
RPG that boasts a variety of interesting elements and that invites you to enjoy battles with huge enemies.” -
Nintendo Dream (Japan) “Loves linking with other players in the intense action that features an important
online element.” - Weekly Famitsu (Japan) “It is difficult to forget the thrill of a computer RPG with a wide
variety of characters in a totally new world.” - G.E.M. Mail (Germany) “A game that faithfully recreates the
atmosphere of an action RPG from the PlayStation era.” - FANDOM (Germany) REVIEWS NEW FANTASY
ACTION RPG game play experience: “Tactical Battles that are More Carefully Thought Through” - Famitsu
(Japan) “The most strategic and turn-based battle system.” - Famitsu (Japan) “Simple but Unique” - Famitsu
(Japan) “Realistic Strength, Realistic Precision” - Famitsu (Japan) “The action in Elden Ring is realistic and
the enemies are all well designed” - Famitsu (Japan) � bff6bb2d33
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Rise Take the role of a virtual reality character. You start out as a "Tarnished" with only your body left. This
can be customized, like weapons and armor and magic. The story of the world unfolds around you,
depending on the choices you make. Character Progression As you progress through the game, you gain
"power" points to level up your character. Losing your body makes you a "Tarnished", whose abilities are
limited and your max stats are 10. As you level up, you gain "undead" points. This allows you to increase
your stats, attack power and other skills. Some characters can even level up without dying, adding on to
their experience. Your class will depend on the character you play as. Players will also be able to change
their classes and decide which equipment to equip. Stats You can increase max stats by taking stat boosting
quests, but more importantly, you can increase max stats by increasing class levels. You can increase max
stats by increasing class levels. Attacking/Dodging Attacking and dodging are carried out with the "Action
Attack" skill. The more skill points you have, the higher the attack power. The "Action Attack" skill is
classified as an attack with a high skill level. Spend Skill Points Understanding Equipment By equipping item
classes, you will gain "class skill points." Items have their own requirements, which are linked to class levels.
Using items can help to increase your character's ability at a specific level. However, using items will
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consume your "class skill points." Understanding Class Skills Class skills have different levels of class skill
points, and each level requires specific items. Class skills are different for each class. Class skills are a
unique attribute of class. Class skills can be learned in battle and open up new skills and stat boosts. Class
skills are class-specific, and can be learned only through class skills. Skills Skills can be obtained by selecting
an item class. Skills have different levels of skill points and benefit the player depending on the class.
Players can use abilities using the items they equip. Using Equipment Players can equip items that give
stats. However, the equipment will always be consumed, and will be lost if the player dies or "loses" the
item. Using equipment, a player can gain "class skill points,"

What's new:

 

The third year of the new fantasy action RPG.

【Eternal Conflict】

There are two races in the Lands Between: the Elden and the
Cathrastra. They are both a forest dweller and a cat-mammal like
race that conserves and lives in harmony.

Elden is a race of noble and humanity.

Cathrastra, on the other hand, is a race of fierce and strength.

The Cathrastra believe the Elden as the enemy of their race. And
thus, they sought to wipe them out and establish their supremacy.

The Elden struggle to change this biased view. Despite the
perception of the Cathrastra that the Elden exist only as beasts and
monsters, the Elden and Cathrastra approach each other with a view
of working together to establish peace among different races.

In this novel war, each party must work together if they are to save
the world from destruction, their fellow race, and themselves.
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